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[?] Title: Studiolinkedvst-Platinum-Hit-

Workstation-06 Performer: VA Year: 2010
Genre: Instrumental, Modern Duration: 01:16:41

Format / codec: MP3 Audio bitrate: 320Kbps
Additional information: By popular request of

forum users, here is a compilation of two albums
- Platinum Hit Workstation-06 and Platinum Hit

Workstation-05. Both albums in vsti format.
There are 6 VSTi in each. They are assembled
into one file and easy to edit. So you can use
them in one project or individually. Platinum
Hits are compilations in which each song is

carefully selected and refined. Each Platinum Hit
includes instrumental themes, development
samples, and remixes. There are no songs in
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Platinum Hits without remixes, which is an
indication that a track is popular enough to be

willing to overpay for it. Platinum Hits includes
at least one hit from each artist, who was very

successful in his time and is quite famous.
Therefore, tracks from the same artist can be in
both Platinum Hits and Golden Hits. Based on
this, one can judge that a Platinum Hit is quite
popular. This is also confirmed by the sales. In
the case of the Golden Hit, we can say that the
track is very popular among the listeners, and

therefore there are more remixes. Of course, it's
not quite logical, but that's life. On the one hand
there are very good tracks, and on the other hand
there is something not like that. That's why for

the most part, on Golden Hit remixes have more
points than originals. But anyway, for the most
part they sound better than Masta Cara's own

songs. We have two collaborations out this week.
The first one is a collaboration with an American
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rapper called Kardinal Offishall. It was the first
time that Masta Cara had such a side to it. He

rapped and sang into the microphone at the same
time. There were other collaborations as well.
And that is what made Masta Cara one of the

most interesting rappers. He not only has his own
style, but also knows how to convey it to his

listeners. First of all, he is distinguished by his
unusual and memorable voice. And his manner of
performing rap not only differs from others, but

also attracts many fans. First of all, it can be
compared to the creativity of the rapper Snoop

Dogg.
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